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Abstract- In recent years with the rapid growth of digital communication, the need for high-speed data transmission has 
been increased. Many systems have been proposed and OFDM system has gained much attention for different reasons. 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been recognized as an outstanding method for high-speed cellular 
data communication where its implementation relies on very high-speed digital signal processing. OFDM system are used to 
transmit high speed data rate. The OFDM is used in various systems like Digital Television, Wireless Local Area Networks 
(LANs), Hiperlan 2, ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber loop), High speed data transmitted along existing, Mobile 
telephony etc. The principles of OFDM modulation have been around since 1960s. However, recently, the attention toward 
OFDM has grown dramatically in the field of wireless and wired communication systems. In this work, a pure VHDL 
design, integrated with some intellectual property (IP) blocks, is employed to implement an OFDM transmitter and receiver. 
In this paper design of OFDM system using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform and Fast Fourier Transform blocks in transmitter 
and receiver side respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM) is a multi-carrier modulation technique 
which divides the available spectrum into many 
carriers. OFDM uses the spectrum efficiently 
compared to FDMA by spacing the channels much 
closer together and making all carriers orthogonal to 
one another to prevent interference between the 
closely spaced carriers. 
 
The main advantage of OFDM is their robustness to 
channel fading in wireless environment.  
 
The total signal bandwidth, in a classical parallel data 
system, can be divided into N non-overlapping 
frequency sub-channels. Each sub-channel is 
modulated a separate symbol and then N subchannels 
are frequency multiplexed.  
 
The carrier frequencies were space adequately such 
that the signal did not overlap. Guard bands, or empty 
spectral regions were placed the signals to ensure that 
they could be separated with the use of filters at the 
receiver.   
 
As communication systems increase their information 
transfer speed, the time for each transmission 
necessarily becomes shorter. 
 
Since the delay time caused by multipath remains 
constant, ISI becomes a limitation in high-data-rate 
communication. OFDM avoids this problem by 

sending many low speed transmissions 
simultaneously.  
 
Fig. 1 shows spectrum of OFDM system. 

 
Fig.1 Spectrum of OFDM 

 
A. OFDM SYSTEM 
Frequency Division Multiplexing is a communication 
technique for sending multiple signals containing 
different information at the same time. This is done 
by modulating the different signals to different centre 
frequencies and then using the signals at different 
center frequencies to modulate a carrier signal which 
is transmitted. Fig.2 and Fig.3 shows transmitter and 
receiver section of OFDM system. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Transmitter section of OFDM system using IFFT 

implementation 
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Fig.3 Receiver section of OFDM system using FFT 

implementation 
 

At transmitter side all signals become orthogonal to 
each other and hence IFFT approach is used at 
transmitter side and like FFT block used at receiver 
side. Two periodic signals are orthogonal when the 
integral of their product over one period is equal to 
zero. The orthogonality condition can be made by 
following equation 

 
 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Implementation of OFDM is carried out by sending 
high speed parallel data stream to the input side. 
 
A.    QAM Modulator 
The M-QAM encoder converts input data into 
complex valued constellation points, according to a 
given constellation, 4QAM, 16-QAM, 32-QAM and 
so on.  
 
The amount of data transmitted on each subcarrier 
depends on the constellation, 4QAM and 16QAM 
transmit two and four data bits per subcarrier, 
respectively. Which constellation to use depends on 
the quality of the communications channel.This 
parallel data stream carried by 16-QAM modulator 
which is placed between serial to parallel converter 
and IFFT block and varying the phase and amplitude 
of subcarrier. For better accuracy binary code is 
converted into gray code and make different 16 
combination. Fig .4  and Fig.5 shows block diagram 
for constellation mapper and 16-QAM constellation 
diagram.  

 

 
Fig.4 Constellation Mapper for 16 QAM 

 
Fig. 5 16-QAM constellation diagram 

 
B.   Inverse Fast Fourier Transform(IFFT) 

 
The basic equation of IFFT are given by (1) 

     ….(1)   
 
Where N is number of sample point in data frame. 
Exponential term represented as twiddle factor that is 
shown with WN

nk. Due to twiddle factor calculation 
performed very fast as it depend on the number of 
points used. The radix 2 is based on Decimation in 
Frequency (DIF) and separate the input into two 
halves. Fig. 6 shows operation for 2 points using 
butterfly diagram 

 

 
Fig. 6 Two point Butterfly Diagram 

 
C.    Cyclic Prefix 
The Cyclic Prefix or Guard Interval is a periodic 
extension of the last part of an OFDM symbol that is 
added to the front of the symbol in the transmitter, 
and is removed at the receiver before demodulation.  
The cyclic prefix has to two important benefits –  
 
The cyclic prefix acts as a guard interval.  
It eliminates the inter – symbol interference from the 
previous symbol.[2]  
It acts as a repetition of the end of the symbol thus 
allowing the linear convolution of a frequency – 
selective multipath channel to be modeled as circular 
convolution which in turn maybe transformed to the 
frequency domain using a discrete Fourier transform. 
This approach allows for simple frequency – domain 
processing such as channel estimation and 
equalization. Fig. 7 shows cyclic prefix.  

 
Fig.7  Cyclic Prefix 
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D.     Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
The basic equation of  FFT are given by (2) 

……..(2) 
 
Firstly serial to parallel conversion can be made at the 
receiver side and then data fed to FFT block to 
convert signal into frequency domain. The 
demodulation can be made by DFT, or better, by 
FFT, that is it efficient implementation that can be 
used reducing the time of processing and the used 
hardware. FFT calculates DFT with a great reduction 
in the amount of operations, leaving several existent 
redundancies in the direct calculation of DFT. At FFT 
side decimal value can be rounded up and output 
value is integer in nature. X(k) is the frequency 
output of the FFT.  
 
From this figure, the FFT computation is 
accomplished in three stages. The X(0) until X(7) 
variable is denoted as the input value for FFT 
computation and Y(0) until Y(7) is denoted as the 
output. There are two operations to complete the 
computation in each stage. The upward arrow will 
execute addition operation while downward arrow 
will execute subtraction operation. The subtracted 
value is multiplied with twiddle factor value before 
being processed into the nest stage. This operation is 
done concurrently and is known as butterfly process. 
For second stage, there are two butterfly process with 
each process get reduced input variable. In the first 
stage the butterfly process get eight input variable 
while in the second stage, each butterfly process get 
four input variable that is from first stage 
computation. This process is continued until third 
stage. In third stage, there are four butterfly processes. 
Noted that each of the butterfly process is performed 
concurrently enable it to execute FFT computation 
process in a very fast technique. Flow graph of 8-
point FFT is shown in fig. 8. 

 

 
Fig.8 8-point FFT flow graph using decimation-in-frequency 

(DIF). 
 

E.    QAM Demodulator 
The demapper must detect which symbol was most 
likely transmitted by finding the smallest distance 
between the received point and the location of a valid 

symbol in the signal constellation. Having detected 
the most likely coordinates, the constellation 
demapper then performs the decoding procedure to 
output the correct N bit symbol represented by those 
coordinates. Once the demapper detects the 
transmitted I-Q coordinates, it can output the 
difference between the actual constellation point and 
the received coordinates as an error. 

 
Table 1.Table for Twiddle Factor For Value 

  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
As it is evident from the spectral pattern of an OFDM 
system, orthogonally placing the sub – carriers lead to 
high spectral efficiency and can be efficiently 
implemented using IFFT. The objective of project is 
to implementing various blocks of transmitter and 
receiver using VHDL language and these blocks are 
simulated on Xilinx simulator. These blocks are test 
and compare with theoretical value and after 
simulation modules can be implemented on FPGA. 
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Fig. 9  Simulation result of Serial to Parallel Converter 

 

 
Fig. 10 Simulation result for 8-IFFT 

 

 
Fig. 11: Simulation result for 8-FFT 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


